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Blackall-Tambo Regional Council

Exploring the Past 

Innovating the Future

the brand was inspired by the communities’ rich heritage and its

arts and culture practice  
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Living in Remote Rural Australia

a culture of resourceful people

a strong sense of community

desirable lifestyle attributesdesirable lifestyle attributes

intact natural environment and landscapes with

dramatic seasons

clean green safe and friendly 

affordable





An inland community response to issues using 

innovative practices

The Case Study:  Blackall  

This case study will explore, share and demonstrate how 

public art can, with a holistic approach appropriate to remote public art can, with a holistic approach appropriate to remote 

and regional Australia, stimulate community cultural 

expression and innovative practices, enable creative 

industries to flourish, and be a key driver of diverse social, 

economical and environmental developments.  



Blackall has as part of its corporate plan has the vision to be the 

‘Creative Hub of Central West Queensland’

Its collection of public art articulates this vision physically, visually and 

constantly to the community

These public art works are cultural expressions

because it tells stories of the community by the community and for the 

communitycommunity

These stories of the public art work 

EXPLORE THE PAST in an INNOVATE way that creates THE FUTURE

This inspires stronger community engagement and cohesion which in turn 

builds social capital



CREATIVE THINKING leads to industry linkages; partnerships; collaborations

CREATIVE ARTS & CULTURE 

based on the spirit and culture of the people

Sculpture represent the things we do and are in community and becomes a 

basis of building strong foundations

SOCIAL CAPITAL  

built through the articulation of desirable lifestyle factors  built through the articulation of desirable lifestyle factors  

TOURISM

Builds niche tourism product      

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT  

art practices and cultural expression becomes an economic driver



Economic Development

Tourism

SUSTAINABILITY

Growth 

Four Pillars of 

Social CapitalSocial CapitalCreative Arts & Culture

Strong 

Community 

Foundations

Four Pillars of 

Sustainability



“LIFE SPAN”

Exploring the past - the story of water; river 

channels and artesian basin; without which 

the community would not survive

Innovating the Future - ensuring the 

resource is appreciated, preserved and 

maintained  



“WOOL WATER & WOOD”  

Exploring the Past - History of the wool industry; wood for power and water for cleansing 

Innovating the Future - developing new concepts through the public art and creative practices 



“THE EAGLES NEST”  

Exploring the Past- A story about the Barcoo River and the importance of nature and 

environment

Innovating the Future - The Eagle watches over his nest an analogy to supporting each other 

within community



“CIRCLE OF FRIENDS”

Exploring the Past - the use of windmills in rural Australia  

Innovating the future - the idea of bonding and building capacity of communities



“THE ROLY POLY “ 

Exploring the Past - the story of the tumble 

weed 

Innovating the Future - talks about lifestyle, 

environment and ecology and created its own 

future



“CUTTING OUT”

Exploring the Past – the sport of camp 

drafting as a rural cultural activity 

Innovating the Future - partnerships with 

sports groups 



“WANDERING THE HALL OF MEMORIES” 

Exploring the Past - child hood memories

Innovating the Future - with new ideas



“TOWNER’S CALL”  

Exploring the past which innovated a future 

A project about young people and the arts and how a 

young man challenged a community resulting in a 

cultural journey ignited by a school history essay



“ARCHER” 

Exploring the Past – A school project 

researching  and exploring the history of a 

horse who won the Melbourne Cup

Innovated the future – Fashions on the Field at 

local races as part of the Heartland Festival 



The use of creative arts 

establishes social capital 

tourism productscreates tourism products

catalyst for increasing economic activity  



The importance of these projects to rural sustainability

Public art or sculpture tells a story about community, for the community 

Encourages community to explore and reflect on the past, and shape into a 
current and future context

Allows community to identify important issues using art and cultural practices

Reflective and artistic statements remain ever present in the community Reflective and artistic statements remain ever present in the community 
creating balance and inspiration

Enhances the physical and social environment that nurtures and attracts 
businesses

Presents a great place to live, do business and grow populations 

Public art subtly adds creative flair, passion, harmony and delivers a sense of 
civic pride 



CREATIVE STRATEGIES AND KEY PRINCIPLES:

being adaptable and work with community energy and desires

identify & explore existing strengths and resources to innovate 

futures

combining the creative arts, regional tourism initiatives and the 

engineering of social capital to drive economic development

being sensitive to cultural attributes

nurturing strategic relationships – local & regional



In the big picture of sustainability the value of community art and 

cultural engagement is acknowledged and supported through 

government who pioneered the 

“CREATIVE GENERATORS”

five programs operating across Queensland

CICADAS @ RAPAD 
community arts and cultural development working across 

Interior Queensland

Creative Industries Cultural Arts Development Assistance Support 



The Garden of 

Arts 

A strategic vision

to grow arts and 

culture in culture in 

Interior Queensland

(local & regional)



To conclude the Cultural Capital in the Spotlight

The Creative Arts will demonstrate an innovative 

approach promoting grass feed beef as part of the 

rural Beef Industry 



We introduce you to “BOVINISTA”

Cultural Capital in the Spotlight 


